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A study about Sports for the disabled Leadership Training in Japan 
Attention before and after the Paralympics in Tokyo,1964
KANEKO Motohiko
[Summary] 
　　In this paper, L aimed a getting basic knowledge to examine various current subjects on sports leadership 
training for the disabled in Japan.
Attention was paid to various situations in this time transferring to sports for the disabled and considering 
various historical records. As a result, we defained the following suggestion.
1. We could understand that methodology of sports for practical use as rehabiritation which centers on a crow 
injure was developed by Guttman and others and ideas which aim at social rehabilitation included a program 
which suited its background. These have brought a lot of influences on sports for the disabled in Japan.
2. It is thought that the legal grounds for promoting sports for the disabled in Japan depended on the “Act 
Welfare of Physically Disabeled Persons” so it is necessary for us to apply this for disabled pesons. In the 
case of Japan which has had these social backgrounds, it is impossibled to apply it only to a specific disabled 
person. It was thought that the premise corresponding to various disabled persons gave us much more 
difficulty in sports leadership training for the disabled and the establishment of its guiding principle.
3. It was thought that we have two sides to the background which the Paralympic Convention in 
Tokyo,becoming two issues, One side is that the Paralympic has positive plans to invite a lot of playes 
beyond events for the disabled , the other side is that we can`t consider the sports meeting only as for a 
certain physical handicapped person by relating to the limits of the disabelrd who were chosen though the “Act 
Welfare of Physically Disabeled Persons”.
4. It was guessed that exercise and method of sports, concentrated on the visually and limb amputated disabeled 
as developed in European countries other than England and introduced to Japan by Okino would have 
influenced to a certain level the forms to Japan when sports for the disabled were first introduced.
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